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Abstract
In the upper charged layers of the atmosphere, the plasma is very rarefied. The collisions between its molecules are
almost non-existent, and the driving forces behind them are the Lorentz forces resulting from the electric and magnetic fields.
For this reason, we are interested in studying the behavior of non-collision plasmas because of its essential applications, such as
the movement of satellites in the charged atmosphere. In this paper, the flow problem of collisionless gaseous plasma is
examined. For that propose, we solve the unsteady Vlasov-Maxwell system of non-linear partial differential equations
analytically. Methods of moments and traveling wave parameters are used to acquire an exact solution. Specific macroscopic
properties of collisionless gaseous plasma are calculated along with electrical and magnetic fields. Further, thermodynamic
estimation, such as entropy and entropy production, is presented. Those calculations allow us to measure the consistency with
the laws of non-equilibrium thermodynamics. Relations between internal energy modification participations are predicted using
Gibbs' equation for collisionless plasma. The modification effect of internal energies due to electro-magnetic fields is found to
be small compared with the internal energy change due to the effect of entropy. That is because these fields are self-induced by
plasma particles due to the sudden movement of the rigid plane plate. The results are accomplished according to the typical
argon gaseous plasma model. Three-dimensional diagrams showing the measured variables are drawn to investigate and discuss
their behavior. The problem has many commercial applications for the movement of objects in the charged atmosphere.
INDEX TERMS Collisionless plasma dynamics; Gaseous plasma; Vlasov equation; Maxwell equations; Entropy; Extended
Gibbs formula; The Earth's plasmasphere; the magnetosphere.
PACS: 52.27.Aj; 52.25.Kn; 51.10.+y; 52.30.-q; 71.10.Ca; 79.20.Uv.
I.

Introduction

The manner of highly rarefied gaseous plasma near an
illimitable flat rigid plate suddenly moved in its plane is of
great interest in aerodynamic and many various vital
applications in engineering and industry. The flow over an
endless moving plane may be considered as a critical
problem in gas dynamics [1-10], since Stokes (1901), Lord
Rayleigh (1911), discussed the flow about an illimitable
plane wall that executes linear harmonic oscillation parallel
to itself.
Also, Cericignani and Sernagiotto (1965) have used the
kinetic theory to investigate the manner of a rarefied gas
over an illimitable plane that suddenly moved in its plane.
Sommerfeld (1967) investigated the flow of slightly
rarefied gas over an illimitable plane wall based on a
relaxation model of Boltzmann's equation. Yoshio and
Kyoii (1971) studied the gas flow over an illimitable plane
wall because of the relaxation model of Boltzmann's
equation. Broadwell (1976) and Gatignol (1977), who
analyzed single-component gas using discrete velocity
models, achieved results in a qualitative agreement with the
results obtained by the linearized BGK framework of
Boltzmann's equation. Ramaand Agarwal (1978) used a

finite difference method to solve the unsteady flow past a
flat rigid plate numerically. The unsteady viscous fluid
stress on a flat rigid plate was computed by Rolf (1980)
using a simplified unsteady momentum equation that was
not restricted by a frequency parameter. He compared
favorably with the available calculations. The Rayleigh
flow problem of gases in a highly rarefied environment,
which is formed by a homogeneous system of plasma
particles, has been studied by Khater and El-Sharif [11]
within the framework of the theory of gas kinetics. They
examined the dynamical and electro-magnetic manner of
the gaseous plasma. Besides, they solved the problem
approximately using the perturbation techniques, and
therefore, their solutions were discontinuous due to the use
of Laplace transformations.
This paper aims to determine the physical
macroscopic parameters such as the coefficient of viscosity,
velocity, shear stress, coupled with the induced electrical
and magnetic fields. We do this by solving the initial
boundary value problem of the rarefied gas flow in the
collisionless plasma. Moreover, the irreversible
thermodynamic properties, which are of fundamental
physical importance, are demonstrated using the calculated
distribution functions. For achieving this manner, the
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related thermodynamic functions and their physical
predictions are investigated.
It is known that thermodynamics of nonequilibrium environment as a kinetic theory describes two
closely related approaches to the explanation of nonequilibrium processes in real physical media. Moreover, the
direct calculation of the kinetic coefficients is the province
of kinetic theory, based on an appropriate model of
interactions between the medium particles [12]. It can only
establish the general structure of motion equations
describing non-equilibrium medium, as well as between the
kinetic coefficients in those equations. The role of kinetic
theory, however, does not end there. The provision of
mathematical apparatus for calculating the transport and
relaxation coefficients produced by the kinetic theory, for
example, for rarefied gaseous plasma, allows one to
determine
the
applicability
of
non-equilibrium
thermodynamic methods to arbitrary physical media.
In the present study, the irreversible
thermodynamic manner of the system is investigated to
acquire the entropy, entropy production, and the
modification in internal energy. It is shown that the model
consists of Onsager's relation with the non-equilibrium
thermodynamic properties of the system. Moreover, the
distribution function is assumed to satisfy the VlasovBoltzmann equation, and the molecules are reflected from
the surface with complete energy accommodation. In the
governing equations, the collision term is simplified using
the BGK kinetic model proposed by Bhatnagar et al. [13].
Relevant applications within rarefied collisionless
gaseous plasma include simulation of the upper atmospheric
[14], the Magellan Spacecraft [15], the Space Shuttle
Orbiter [16], the Stardust Sample Return Capsule [17], and
the Mars Pathfinder [18]. New significance beyond that for
research in the upper atmosphere requires chemical vapor
deposition [19], the microfilter [20], MEMS, and NEMS
[21-24]. The Vlasov equation, based on kinetic theory, has
historically remained the only acceptable choice for solving
the rarefied collisionless gaseous plasma problems. Also,
the Vlasov equation has various applications in MEMS and
NEMS technology [25-26].
The aims of this study are: (i) to acquire an exact analytical
solution of the unsteady Vlasov's equation for rarefied
collisionless gaseous plasma filled in the upper half of the
space. The collisionless plasma is bounded by an illimitable
flat rigid plate that suddenly moves on its plane. It is
producing a self-generated electrical and magnetic field. (ii)
to predict the behaviors of the non-equilibrium
thermodynamic manner of the introduced model.
II.

The Physical Problem and Mathematical
Formulation
Assuming the upper half-space at y  0 is bounded
by an infinite, rigid flat plate at y = 0 . It is filled with a
collisionless plasma of electrons and positive ions.
me
 1 is the mass ratio of electrons to ions in plasma that
mi

considered small. The ions will then be considered an
immobile neutralizing background. Initially, the
collisionless plasma is located in absolute equilibrium, and
the wall is at rest. After that, the rigid plate starts to flick
along x − axis with the velocity, V0 e−t with the
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constants  and V0 . Further, the rigid plate is often known
to be insulating, impermeable, and uncharged material. The
entire system (electrons + ions + rigid plate) is held at a
fixed temperature. The nomenclature specified the physical
quantities presented in the context.
The force which acts on the individual electron is given
by the Lorentz force [48-51],
e
fe =− eE − (  B )
C

(1)

By assuming,
B  (0, 0, Bz ), 


V  ( Vx , 0, 0), J  (qnVx , 0, 0), 

E  ( Ex , 0, 0),

(2)

To satisfy Maxwell's equations, let Ex , Bx ,Vx , and J x
are functions of the space component

y and time t . In

collisionless plasma, the distribution function Me (y, ξ, t)
of the particles is obtained from the Vlasov equation [4041] as follows,
M e
M e e
1
M e
+ 
−
( E + (  B ))
=0
t
r me
C


(3)

with
3

−   V   − 2 

x x1  exp
2
 for   0
 M1 = n (2 RT ) 1+
y
RT   2 RT 




M e =
3
, (4)

−
 2
 M = n (2 RT ) 2 1+  xVx 2  exp  −  for   0
y

 2
RT   2 RT 





here Vx1 and Vx 2 are two unknown functions in time, t
and the single distance variable, y.
The boundary conditions can be formulated, taking into
account that the particles are reflected from the rigid plate
with a full velocity accommodation. In other words, the
collisionless plasma particles are reflected with the rigid
plate velocity. Thus the boundary conditions can be written
in the form [27],
Vx 2 (0, t ) = V0 e -t for t  0

with Vx 2 = Vx as  y  0 and V x is finite as
y→ .
Substituting (1) and (2) inside Vlasov's equation (3), one
obtains,
M e
M e
eBz
M e
+
−
(
y y
y  x
t
meC
M e
eE x M e
−
)+
=0
x  y
me  x

,

(5)

Solving the Vlasov equation, the moment method of Lees
[57–60] is used in our model. For any quantity Q j ( )
which is a function only of molecular velocity, Maxwell
converted Vlasov's equation into an integral transfer
equation or moment equation named the Vlasov–Maxwell
equation (5). One of the essential advantages of this
approach is the unpretentious satisfaction of surface
boundary conditions. Multiplying (5) by Q j ( ) and
integrating overall values of c following Grad's moment
technique [43, 57], the transfer equations will be
transformed to the following form
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Q j


eE x
d
 Q j M ed +
  yQ j M ed +
 Me
t
y
me
 x

Bz
E
−1 x − 0Vx =0 .
y
t

(6)

Q j
Q j
eBz
−
−
)d = 0
 ( x
mec0
 y y  x

The integrals over the velocities are estimated from the
relation [28],
 0 
  
 Q j ( c ) Mdc =    Q j M1d  +    Q j M 2d 
− − −
− 0 −

Q j = Q j (c ), j = 1, 2

Here

.



and

Bz

E x 1 Bz
+
=0 ,
y C t

(8)

Bz 1 E x 4 en
−
−
Vx = 0 .
(9)
y C t
C
Here n= Md and nVx =  xMd with the boundary and

initial conditions,
E x ( y ,0)= Bz ( y ,0)=0



E x ( y ,t ) and Bz ( y ,t ) are finite as y→.
,

(10)

The nondimensionalization process will be applied using
the following dimensionless quantities,

 V 
t =t  ee , y = y ee Te  ,Vx =VxVTe , xy = xyVTe , 
2




 2 meVTe 
 meVTe  
U0
Ma =
, Bz = Bz 
, E x = E x 

VTe
e ee
 e ee  



2 k BTe
m

,  = nm ,VTe =
,  = e ,dU = dU  ( k BTe ) 
me
mi


3
−


and M j = M j ne (2 RTe ) 2 , j =0,1,2


where

 ee

is the relaxation time [ 53-56] and

Ma

(11)

is the

2

Pxy
1
Vx = (Vx1+Vx 2 ) ,  xy =
=(Vx 2 −Vx1) .
2
U 0 RTe /2

Pxy

is

the

shear

stress

[31]

defined

(13)
by

Pxy =m (cx −Vx )c y Fd c .

Using the dimensionless transformations in (11), such that
Q1=cx and Q2 =cxc y , and substituting (4) inside (6), after
dropping the bars, the following system of equations will be
acquired,
Vx  xy
+
− E x =0 ,
(14)
t

 xy
t

y

+ 2

Vx
=0 ,
y

E x Bz
+
=0 ,
y
t








(18)

The basic system of governing s (14)–(17) will transform
to a single differential equation,
 4Vx ( y ,t )
 4Vx ( y ,t )
 2Vx ( y ,t )
− 2
−
=
0
t 2y 2
t 4
t 2

.

 4Vx ( y ,t )
 4Vx ( y ,t )
1
− 2
=0
1 t 2y 2
t 4

III.

(19)

Initial-Boundary Value Problem Solution

In this paper, we employ the traveling wave solution
parameter method [59-60] using the traveling wave variable
Vx ( y ,t )=Vx ( ) with the transformation,
(20)
 =ly −mt ,
where l and m are transformation constants to be determined
later by the initial and boundary conditions [59,60]. In order
to get the solution of (19), taking into account (20), to
acquire the derivatives,
n
n
n n n




=( −1)n mn
,
=l
.
=− m
, =l ,
t
 y  t n
 n y n
 n

(21)

Here n is a positive integer.
Substituting (20) into (19) and using (21) yields the
following equation,

Mach number ( Ma  1 ), such that the temperature and
density alterations are negligible, i.e.
(12)
T =1+O( Ma2 ),n =1+O( Ma2 ) ,
Therefore, the velocity and stress tensor can be expressed
as follows,

Here



Vx ( y ,0)= xy ( y ,0)= Ex ( y ,0)= Bz ( y ,0)=0,
2Vx (0,t )+ xy (0,t )=2 Ma e− 1 t , for t 0;
Vx ,  xy , Ex , and Bz are finite as y→ ,

and d  = d  x d  y d  z ,

should be obtained from the Maxwell equation,





some algebraic manipulations, taking into account the
following initial and boundary conditions,

(7)

x−, y −, and z − axes, respectively. Moreover, Ex

(17)

2
2 2
mV
Here 0 = VTe  ee e n  and 1= e Te  . After
2 2




2
meC
  ee e n C 



 x ,  y , and  z are the particle velocities components
along
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( m2l 2 −2 l 4 −1m4 +21m2l 2 ) d dVx4( )
4

2
2 d Vx ( )
− m
=0
0
d 2

,

(22)

and the initial and boundary conditions take the form,




−

1
2Vx ( =− m )+ xy ( =− m)=2 M ae


at y =0 ,e.g., t =1


Vx ,  xy , Ex and Bz


are finite as  →−.

E x ( =0)= Bz ( =0) = xy ( =0) =0,

(23)

As a result, the ordinary differential equation (22) with the
boundary conditions (23) can be solved precisely by the
help of any symbolic software. They sought solutions that
would be implemented on a typical model of argon
collisionless plasma in the laboratory.

(15)
(16)
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IV.

Non-Equilibrium
Thermodynamic
Predictions of the Model

The relation between forces and fluxes can be obtained
from a linearity description of non-equilibrium properties.
Also, local application of the principle for collisionless
plasma needs its state to be about local equilibrium. A finite
set of macroscopic variables describes this principle. The
irreversible thermodynamics processes for describing the
physical phenomena continue to present great significance,
such that finding symmetry coefficients of the connection
that constitutes Onsager's principle [21, 48]. Starting from
H-theorem, the entropy per unit mass S is calculated. It is
written bellow in the dimensionless form [27, 34, and 61],
S = −  M e ln M edc
=−(  M1 ln M1dc +  M 2 ln M 2dc ) .

=

(24)

3
3

− 2 (Vx12 +Vx 22 )− 

2

energy balance, including electro-magnetic field energy, is
written in two magnetic states according to the work term
of the first law of thermodynamics:
I.
Para-magnetic collisionless plasma:
Internal energy modification is expressed in terms of the
extensive quantities P, S ,and MG , that represents the
thermodynamic coordinates corresponding to the conjugate
intensive quantities E , T , and M , respectively. Using Gibbs
formula, the three participants in the internal energy
modification are as follows,
dU =dU pol +dU S +dU par .
(30)
Here dU pol =E dP is the internal energy modification due
to alteration of polarization, dPdU S =T dS is the internal
energy modification due to alteration of the entropy, and
dU par =PdM is the internal energy modification due to the
alteration of magnetization, where M is measured from the
following differential equation [27,65],
S
B
 T S 
=−
 M = − 
 dy
G
M G
T
 B y t .

Besides, in the y-direction, the entropy flux component can
be acquired as follows,
J

(S )
y

= −   y M e ln M e dc

   y M1 ln M1d + 

=−
   y M 2 ln M 2d 



.

(25)

The entropy production is written using the following law
[22, 24],

S
+•J
t

(S )

.

(26)

Using the rigid plate Mach number, thermodynamic force
as a time-dependent controlling parameter is introduces as
in Refs. [27, 62, 64],
Vw
V0 exp[ −1t ]
X

e11

=

2 RT

=

2 RT

,

(27)

= Ma exp[ − t ]
1

where the relations between the entropy production, forces,
and thermodynamic fluxes near the thermodynamic
equilibrium has the following form [34, 35, 39],
(S ) = L X .
 = Jl ( S ) X l , Jl
 j lj j
l

the Onsager reciprocal relation, coupled with the condition
represented by the inequalities Llj = L jl and Lll  0 [34].
In the present study, this condition will be satisfied by
choosing the coefficient
L110 .
(29)
In order to investigate the internal energy modification, we
will introduce the extended Gibbs formula [27, 31, and 65].
It contained the energy of the electro-magnetic fields as a
part of the entire energy balance. What distinguishes the
collisionless plasma into paramagnetic and dia-magnetic
plasma. Accordingly, if the plasma has unpaired electrons
in the molecular orbital system, then the plasma is paramagnetic. Whereas, if all the electrons are paired, the
plasma is considered a dia-magnetic. Finally, the internal



U
1
 =M G 
,M G
, P = P
KT
e

V
 ee Te 



1


e

V
 ee Te 

as follows (after dropping the primes),
dU =dS + f 1E dP + f1 B dMG .

(32)

II.
Dia-magnetic collisionless plasma:
On the other hand, if the collisionless plasma is diamagnetic, the internal energy modification can be
investigated. In this case, internal energy representing the
thermodynamic coordinates conjugates to the intensive
quantities. Therefore, the three participants in the internal
energy modification in Gibbs formula are given by,
dU =dU S +dU pol +dUdia ,
(33)
here dUdia =− MG dB is the internal energy modification
due to the alteration of the induced magnetic induction and
M G =T

(28)

Here L lj represent kinetic coefficients, which have to fulfill

(31)

The non-dimensionalized form of Gibbs relation can be
obtained by using the dimensionless variables
U =

=  (Vx12 +Vx 22 ) 



=
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S
B

[27,65].

Thus, the non-dimensional form of
dU =dS + f 1EdP − f 1MGdB ,

dU

takes the form,
(34)

m V 2
 S 
 S 
f1= e Te  , dS =
  y +
  t , and
 KT 
r 

 t 


 y =0.1 , t =1 .

here

V.

Discussion

In the present study, the unsteady manner of
rarefied collisionless gaseous plasma is discussed based on
the irreversible processes in kinetic theory by applying the
exact traveling wave analytical solutions of the Vlasov–
Maxwell equation. Numerical computations are performed
according to typical data for collisionless argon plasma [66]
as a para-magnetic medium where the argon loses a single
electron. It is found that, in a dia-magnetic medium, the
argon loses electron pairs. The potential ionizing, in this
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case, is implemented on the argon atoms according to the
conditions and parameters bellow:
and
T0 = 1200 K, kB =1.3807 10-16 erg/K, ne = 7 1011cm -3,
d =3.84 10 -8cm (argon atom diameter). The rest mass and

charge

of

the

me = 9.09310-28 gm, e=4.8 10-10 esu

,

electron
which

used

are
to

calculate the dimensionless parameter  0 =9.5810−5 , the
relaxation time is
path
=

of
1

 ee = 1.15 10-9 , and the average free
the

collisionless

plasma

is

2

2 ned 2

= 2.180 10 cm , which compared to the

K BT0
=2.85 10-5 cm
2
4 nee
f1=1.66667 . The transformation constants m=1, l =0.8 , and
the rigid plate Mach number Ma=0.05 .

electron

Debye

length

De =

All variables in the present model satisfy the initial and
boundary conditions (18), as seen in Figs. (2)-(6), which
cannot be exactly examined in the previous study in Ref.
[7]. In this reference, authors put restrictions on distance y
values and time t that related to each other. That is because
of their solutions discontinuity due to the effect of the
Heaviside function in the model.
Figure (1) shed light upon the boundary and initial
conditions for electrons velocity. As revealed in this figure,
at the vicinity of the moving plate, the mean velocity has a
value equals to the Mach number of the plane plate
Ma = 0.05 , which satisfies the conditions of the problem.
The velocity,

V x gets a severe linear decrement with y,

while it increases nonlinearly with time t. Moreover, the
shear stress decreases nonlinearly with time and increases
linearly with y, as seen in Fig. (2). Figures (3) and (4)
demonstrate that the boundary and initial conditions of the
induced electrical and magnetic fields are satisfied where
Bz (0,0) = Ex (0,0) =0 . As shown in Fig. (3), the induced
magnetic field is decreasing slightly non-linear with time, t
and linearly with distance, y. While the induced electric
field is increasing linearly with time, t and decreasing
linearly with distance, y, as seen in Fig. (4).
Investigating the irreversible non-equilibrium
thermodynamic properties of the system, we found that: the
entropy, S is increasing with time, t that consistent with the
Boltzmann H-theorem, the second law of thermodynamics,
and Le Chatelier's principle, as shown in Fig. (5). The same
consistent satisfy by the entropy production behavior where
it is a non-negative value  0 , as shown in Fig. (6). As
shown in Fig (7), the kinetic coefficient is a non-negative
function L110 , which is consistent with the second law of
thermodynamics.
Investigating the vital participation in the internal
energy alterations of the entire system, we acquired that: all
participations satisfies the conditions of the physical
problem where dU S ( 0,0)=dU pol ( 0,0)=dUdia ( 0,0)= 0 . In the
beginning, the system was in equilibrium, as shown in Figs.
(8)-(11). It is seen from Fig. (8), that internal energy entropy
alteration dU S , is smoothly damping with time directly
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energy lost to and gained from the electrons and plate,
respectively. Fig. (9) shows that the internal energy due to
the modification of polarization increases with the time, t
and decreases with y to be agreeable for the behavior of the
electric fields, see Figs. (4) and (9). While the alteration in
internal energy due to the modification of the intensity of
the induced magnetic field for the diamagnetic gas dU dia
smoothly varies between two maximum negative values, as
illustrated in Fig. (10).. The thermodynamic predictions
reveal the order of maximum magnitude ratios
dUS : dUpol : dUdia = 1 : 310−2: 2.510−4 . Also, Fig. (11)

shed light on the behavior of the thermodynamic force.
VI.

Conclusions

The solution of the unsteady Vlasov–Maxwell
equations for rarefied collisionless gaseous plasma using
the method of moments with the two-sided distribution
function together with the Maxwell equations is
investigated. That allows calculating the components of the
flow velocity and fluxing using the traveling wave exact
solution method. The Boltzmann H-theorem is verified
using the velocity components into the two-sided
distribution functions. The entropy, and entropy production,
have been calculated using the underlying thermodynamic
principles. Moreover, the ratios between the different
internal energy modification participations are evaluated
using the Gibbs equations based on the total derivatives of
the extensive parameters. Besides, the calculated
thermodynamic reveal the order of the prediction of the
maximum numerical magnitude ratios between the
participants of the internal energy modifications. Therefore,
the total derivatives of the extensive values in Gibbs
formula are

dU S : dU pol : dU dia = 1 : 310−2 : 2.510−4 . It is concluded

that the internal energies modification effect in dU pol and

dU dia due to the electro-magnetic fields is small compared
with dU S . This result is because these self-induced fields
are caused by the sudden movement of the rigid plate.
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away from the plate when t [0.8,1] . It has a linear
decrement in the vicinity of the moving plate, due to the
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FIGURE 1.

Shows the velocity

against space, y and time,

t.

FIGURE 2.
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Shows the shear stress

against space, y and time,

t.

FIGURE 3.

Shows the induced magnetic field

FIGURE 4.

Bz against y and t.

FIGURE 4.

Shows the induced electric field

against y and t.

Shows the entropy, S against space, y and time, t.
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FIGURE 5.
Shows the entropy production,
space, y and time, t.

against

FIGURE 7. Shows the internal energy change dUS against space,
y and time, t.

FIGURE 9. Shows the internal energy change dUdia against space,
y and time, t.
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FIGURE 6. Shows the kinetic coefficient, L11 against space,
y and time, t.

FIGURE 8.
Shows the internal energy change dUpol against
space, y and time, t.

FIGURE 10.
time, t.

Shows thermodynamic force X11 against space, y and
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